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Abstract--Iterative domain decomposition algorithms are applied to the solution of two-dimen- 
sional eddy current problem. The system ofdifferential equations describing this problem isconsidered 
as singularly perturbed problem. Convergence of these algorithms is established. Several numerical 
experiments are presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We are interested in iterative algorithms for domain decomposition which reduce a given problem 
to sequences ofproblems on subdomalns and in their application to the computation of2-D eddy 
current problem. 
The Schwarz alternating method [1] has attracted much attention as a convenient computa- 
tional method for the solution of a large class of elliptic and parabolic problems [2,3]. 
This paper is devoted to the study of convergence properties of the Schwarz alternating method 
and the related computational method from [4]. The latter method is effective for solving singu- 
larly perturbed problems, see [5-7] and suitable for parallel computing. 
Here, we study iterative domain decomposition algorithms for the solution of 2-D eddy current 
problem. The system of differential equations describing this problem can be considered as 
singularly perturbed problem, i.e., the solution exhibits boundary and interior layers [8]. We 
will use "natural" decomposition: the regions of rapid change of the solution are localized in 
subdomains. 
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the mathematical model describing 
2-D eddy current problem is discussed. Section 3 develops the iterative algorithms for domain 
decomposition, and the convergence results for these algorithms are presented. In Section 4, 
several numerical experiments are described. 
2. MATHEMATICAL  MODEL OF  2-D EDDY 
CURRENT PROBLEM 
In this section, we formulate the mathematical model describing 2-D eddy current problem 
and analyze the singularly perturbed character of the solution of this problem. 
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2.1. S ta tement  of  the Mathemat ica l  Model 
Here, we present he mathematical model for 2-D eddy current problem, omitting most of the 
physical details, because they are outside the scope of this paper (see [9] for details). 
In the case of purely sinusoidal regimes, the mathematical model may be written as 
div(vgrad.4) - uvaA = F, ~ = (-1)  1/2, (2.1) 
where ft. is the magnetic vector potential, w is the angular frequency, v and a are the reluctivity 
and the conductivity, respectively, F is a given vector-function. 
In 2-D eddy current problem, .4 is assumed to have only z-component. Then (2.1) can be 
rewritten as 
div[v(P)grad u(P)] - y.va(P) u(P)  = F (P ) ,  P = (x, y), (2.2) 
where u(P)  denotes z-component of the magnetic vector potential .4; v, • and a are positive. 
2.2. S ingular ly  Per turbed  Character  of  the P rob lem 
Consider the one-dimensional case of (2.2) on [0, c~] with constant parameters and F = 0: 
u"(x) - ewav- lu (x )  = O, u(O) = 1, u(oo) bounded, 
(the prime denotes differentiation). The solution of this problem is 
u(x) = exp < < cos - ~ sin , e = ~-~ 
This expression shows that the decay of the solution is governed by the "penetration depth" e. In 
many realistic situations, eis a sufficiently small parameter and our problem may be considered as 
a singularly perturbed problem. The solution has a boundary layer at x = 0 of width he = el ln(e)[. 
3. ITERATIVE  ALGORITHMS 
In this section, we introduce and analyze iterative algorithms for the case of two overlapping 
subdomains. 
Consider the following version of (2.2) 
Au(P)  - ~Au(P)u(P) = f (P ) ,  P e flo = (0, X) x (0, Y), (3.1) 
u(P)  = uo, P E O['Zo is the boundary of flo, 
02 02 
A 2 = way -1, f = Fv  -1, A = ~ + Oy 2. 
Assume that uo(P), A(P), and I (P )  are sufficiently smooth. Under suitable continuity and 
compatibility conditions on the uo(P) at the corners of ~o, a unique solution of (3.1) exists and 
u(P)  = Cm((~o) n Cm+2(~%), m _> 0 (see [10] for details). 
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We introduce the decomposition f the domain fl0 into the two overlapping subdomaius f~l, f~2 
(see Figure 1): 
~0 : ~1 U ~2, ~1 N f12 # ~), r ° = 0~10 Iq O~l~, F~ = Ofl~\r °, i = 1,2, 
F1 = {P: x =xe, 0 _<y<_ Y}, 
F2={P:x=Xb,  O<_y<_Y}, O<Xb<Xe<X.  
3.1. Statement  of I terat ive Algorithms 
Introduce the two sequences {vn}, {w"}, n >_ 1, satisfying the following problems 
Lvn(P) = f, P • fib 
vn(P) = uo(P), p • Fo, vn(P) = 9n(p), P • FI; 
Lwn(P) = f, P • n2, 
wn(P)  = uo(P), P • F~, wn(P)  = film(P), P • F2; 
where L = A - eA2. 
We now construct two iterative algorithms. 
procedure [1]: 
~n+l(p) = wn(p), P • F1, en(P) = vn(P), 
where an initial guess ~1 
The second algorithm, 
Lzn(P) 
zn(P) 
where the subdomain w is defined by (see Figure 1) 
(3.2a) 
(3.2b) 
The first one, A1, is the Schwarz alternating 
P E F2, n >_ 1, 
must be prescribed. 
A2, is constructed using the following auxiliary problem [4]: 
= f, P e w, z" = u0(P), P • 70, 
= vn(P), P • ~1, z'~(P) = wn(P), P • "[2, 
(3.3) 
(3.4a) 
w C ~o, ~ l  M ~2 C w, ~o = t~'lo N aw, cgw = ~/o U "71U ~2, 
~1 = {P :x  =xB,  0 < y < Y},  
"y2={P:x=xE,  O<y<Y},  O<XB<Xb<X~<xE<X.  
The boundary conditions from (3.2a), (3.2b) are determined by 
~n+l = z~(p), P E F1, e n+l = zn(P), PEF2,  n>l ,  (3.4b) 
where the initial guesses ~1 and 91 are given. 
As is clear from (3.2), (3.3), Algorithm A1 is a serial iterative procedure. Algorithm A2 
can however be carried out by parallel processing, since on each iterative step problems (3.2a) 
and (3.2b) can be solved concurrently to give both v n and w n. 
3.2. Convergence Results 
We now establish convergence properties of Algorithms (3.2), (3.3)-A1, and (3.2), (3.4)-A2. 
3.2.1.  Prel iminaries 
In the following lemmas, we obtain the required results necessary below. Introduce one- 
dimensional two-point boundary value problems: 
I,II It 
¢~z(xl) = ¢~(x2) = 1, ¢~.(x2) = ¢~(x , )  = 0, Re/~(x) >_ 0. 
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LEMMA 1. I f  ¢~'~t (x) are the solutions to (3.5), then the following estimates hold: 
I¢~,(z) I + I¢~=(z)] _< 1, x e ~-. (3.eb) 
. I , I I  , PROOF. Each of the functions ~n- ix) can be represented in the form 
I , I ' ,  , I , I ,  [ l , I ,  ] 
n= [x)=@a= (x)exp e~ a- ix) , 
a- ix )= ¢ (x ) ,  ha- t z )=arg  ¢ (x . 
From this and (3.5), it follows that 
- an= (x)~n= = O, x e 12z, 
',"* ' P~(x) + { [,,',5(~)1'}2 > o. an= ix) = fl - 
Using the Green formula, we conclude that 
~I,I I~ ~ ~l , I l l  x ~ I z ~1,II~ , I I  n. (x )= n= ~ x)gn (x )+~n~ (x2)gn~(x) 
fx  x~ I, l l  I , I I  + G, .  (x, s) a , .  (s)¢ n. (s) ds, 
1 
g~. (x) = x2 - x ,  g~ (x) = 1 - g~= (x), 
X2 - -  X l  
{g~.  (s) g~ (~), x _< s, 
on- (x ,  s) = - (x2 - xl) i H 
gn- (x) gn- (s), x > s, 
d 2 Dx where Go.(z, s) is the Green function for the operator ~ on with homogeneous boundary 
al , l l r  ~ =I , I I ,  conditions. From Ga. (x ,s )  <_ O, n. (x) > 0, and the boundary conditions for ~n= ix), it 
follows that 
(~I,II, ~ I , I I ,  
n. (x )< 9n~ (x). 
Estimate (3.6a) follows immediately from the exact expressions for gI'II(x). 
I , I I  ~ Again, using the Green formula and the inequalities Ga= (x, s) <_ 0 and an. (x) >_ O, we obtain 
¢,~.(z) + ¢g(x)  = 1 - IGn=(x,s)l [a~.(s)~=(s)+ag(s)~g(s)] ds < 1. 
1 
This concludes the proof of this lemma. 
LEMMA 2. In the case of problem (3.5) with ~(x) = const., x ~ ~,  the solutions ¢/' / l (x) to (3.5) 
satisfy the following inequalities: 
I¢'.=(=)1 < Clexp[-al~e( x - xl)], x • gU, 
14:(=)1 < C"exp[ -~(=2-z ) ] ,  x • ~-, 
1_<C ~,C H< 1+\~-~/  ] , 
where c~ = ReB ~/~ = [ ( /~ + B~)/2] ~/2, Cqm = ImB ~/2 = [ (~ - ~) /2 ]  ~/2, B~ = I~1 --- 
(B~ + ~m) ~/~./-/ere, we choose/~x/~ with ReBx/2(x) >_ 0. 
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. I , I I  , ~ ~x:  PROOF. Proof of this lemma follows immediately from the exact expressions for ~n~ [x), x E 
CL(~)  = 
¢/~ (~) = 
Indeed, we write [¢/®(x)[ in the form 
sinh[fll/2(x2 - x)] 
sinh[~l/2(x2 - -  Xl)  ] ' 
sinh[]~l/2(x - -  Xl)] 
sinh[~l/2(x2 - xl)]" 
1¢/= (x) I = {sinh 2 [aRe (X2 -- X)] + sin 2 [olin(x2 -- x)] } 1/2 
x {s inh~h~Cx2 - x , ) ]  + s in~[~,m(~ - x , ) ]}  - ' /~  . 
From this, it follows the estimate 
I cL (x ) l  < C~(~)exp[ -~R~(  ~ - ~')], 
CI(x)= {1 sin2[CXim(X2 _x_~)] /1/2 
+ sinh~[aRe(X2 - x)] J " 
The function cl(x), x E [xl, x2] has the maximum value at x = x2: 
Noting that the minimum value O~(yk) = 1 at Yk = x2 - 2rrk/~im, k = 1,2 . . . .  , Yk E [Xl,X2), it 
follows the estimates 
[ I<C I (x )< 1+\~- -~/  J , xE(x l ,x2) .  
Analogously, we conclude the estimate for I¢/~ (x)l: 
I¢~ (x)l < C H (x) exPi--aRe(X2 -- x)], 
. . 21 1/2 / 1 < CII(x) < 1 + \aRe]  J ' x E (zl,x2). 
This proves the lemma. 
We now consider the following two-dimensional problems: 
ACn(P) - Z(P)¢n(P)  = 0, P E fl = (zl, x2) x (Yl, Y2), (3.7a) 
Re/~(P) _> 0, P E fl, Cn(P) = g(P) ~ const., P E 0fl, 
where ~(P),  g(P) are sufficiently smooth; and 
A~n(P)  - Re fl( P)~n( P) = O, 
G(P)Ion, = max [g(P)I, 
PEOfll 
PEn,  gln(P) = G(P), P E Ofl, 
4 
1<i<4,  Of~= U Of~, 
i= l  
(3.7b) 
where 0f~i is the i th side of the rectangular domain fL 
Note that the function G(P) is piecewise smooth and may have points of discontinuity at the 
corners of f~. 
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LEMMA 3. /E Cn(P) and ~n(P)  are the solutions to (3.7a) and (3.7b), respectively, then the 
following estimates hold: 
ICn(P)I < k~n(P), P • ~\ (  the corners of~}; (3.8a) 
max ~n(P)  < sup @n(P). (3.85) 
PE~ PE~ 
PROOF. Analogously to the proof of Lemma 1, we represent the solution to (3.7a) in the form 
Cn(P) = ¢n(P)exp[e~n(P)], Cn(P) = ICn(P)l, ~n(P) = arg[¢n(P)]. 
From (3.7a), we have 
A+n(P)  - an(P)~n(P)  = 0, P • fl, +n(P)  = Ig(P)l, P • 0fl, 
Ox + > O. t oy - 
Now, estimate (3.8a) follows immediately from a standard comparison theorem. Estimate (3.8b) 
is well-known as the strong maximum principle (see for example [11]). 
3.2.2. Convergence of  A lgor i thms A1 and A2 in the  One-Dimens ional  Case 
Now we formulate and prove the convergence r sults for Algorithms A1 and A2 for the one- 
dimensional problem: 
Lu(x) = u"(x) - rA2(x) u(x) = f (x) ,  x • 120 = {x : 0 < x < X}, (3.9) 
u(o) = uo, u (X)  = ux,  )~2 = wa~,-~. 
THEOREM 1. I f  Xb < Xe, then the iterative algorithm (3.2), (3.3) (i.e., the Schwarz alternating 
procedure) converges to the solution of problem (3.9) with linear (geometrical) rate 0 < qA1 < 1. 
The following estimate on qA1 holds: 
qA1 = 1¢~2(Xe)l I¢~ 1, (Xb)l, 
where ~b/a(:), Ch/(:), from (3.5) with fl(x) = eA2(:). 
PROOf. We introduce the functions ~n(x) = vn(x) -  v"-1(x),  ~n(x) = w"(x ) -  w" - l (x ) ,  n > 2. 
From (3.2), (3.3) it follows that 
LC"(x) = 0, x e ~,  C(0)  = 0, ¢"(x~) = C-~(x~);  
L~"(x) = O, x • 122, ~n(Xb) = ~"(Xb), ~"(X)  = O. 
Denote 
8-  = 
Using the boundary conditions for ~n(x), ~"(x) and the expressions ~n(x ) = ~n(xe)¢~(11 x),
~"(x) = ~"(Xb)¢~a(X), where ¢~'ll(x) from (3.5), we conclude that 
and, analogously, 
We obtain that 6" = q6 "-1, n _> 3, or 
6" = Cq "-2, n >_ 2, 
I~"(=~)l = I~"-'(~b)l I~cx~) l  I+~(~e) l  
c = ~,  q = qA1 = Ich2(xe)l I¢~ 1,<x~)l (3.1+ 
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Using estimates (3.6a), it follows that 0 < q < 1. Since, 
m~ IC(z)I <_ 6", m_ax le"(~)l -< ~", 
zEnl zEfl2 
we can conclude the convergence of Algorithm A1. 
THEOREM 2 .  / f  X B < Xb < Xe < XE, then the iterative algorithm (3.2), (3.4) converges to the 
solution of  problem (3.9) with/ /near ate 0 < qA2 < 1. The [ollowing estimate on qA2 holds 
qA2 <-- max[l¢/n I, (xB)l, 
where ¢~' (5), ¢~(~) from (3.5) with Z(z) = ~2(~). 
PROOF. Analogously to the proof of Theorem 1, we introduce the functions ~n(x) = vn(x)  - 
vn - l (x ) ,  ~n(x) = wn(x)  - wn-l(x), Xn(z) = zn(x) - zn-l(x), n >_ 2. From (3.2), (3.4), we have 
L¢n(x)  = O, x E 121, (n(O) = O, 
L~n(x) = O, x E 122,  ~n(Xb) = x" - l (xb) ,  
Lxn(x )  = O, x e w, xn(XB) = Cn(XB), 
e"(x)  = o; 
x"(~E) = C(~) .  
By using (3.6b) and the boundary conditions for ~'~(x), ~n(x) and X"(x),  we conclude that 
= 
where 
$n = max[[~n(Xe)l,I~n(Xb)l], 
By analogous means, it is possible to prove the estimate 
n>_2. 
[~(xb)1 _< e ~-1 max [[¢~z, (xa)[, Ich (x )l]. 
Thus, we obtain ~f n < q~i n- l ,  n > 3, or 
ti n <_ Cq n-2, n >_ 2, C = 62, 
Using (3.6a), it follows that 0 < q < 1. From this and 
m_ax ]C(x)I < IC(x~)I, max IC(x)I < IC(XD)I, 
xEnl - -  xE~ - -  
we can conclude the convergence of Algorithm A2. 
REMARK 1. From the proof of Theorem 2, it follows that the iterative algorithm (3.2), (3.4) 
converges to the solution of problem (3.9) even for xB < Xb >_ xe < XE, i.e., for 1)1 N ~2 = 0. 
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COROLLARY 1. For the one-dimensional problem (3.9) with A = const., the following bounds 
on q hold 
qA1 <-- CA1 exp(-21/2AH), 1 _< CA1 < 2, 
qA2 _ < CA2 exp [[-A(H~-/2+ h)] , 1 _< CA2 < 21/2, 
where H = xe - Xb and h = min(xb -- XB,XE -- Xe). 
PROOF. From (3.10) and (3.11), evaluating q with the estimates from Lemma 2, we get the 
required estimates. 
Let K~I and K~2 denote the number of iterations, to achieve an error of p, for Algorithms A1 
and A2, respectively. 
COROLLARY 2. For the one-dimensional problem (3.9) with A = const., the following bounds on 
K~I and K~2 hold 
K~1-2 =O [ ~  ] , H=x~-xb ,  
K~2 - 2 = O { [A(HC+ h)] } , h = min(xb -- XB,XE -- X~), 
where constant Cp is determ/ned by the initial guess and the value of p. 
PROOF. Let on K th iteration of Algorithms A1 or A2 the inequality 6 K < p be fulfilled. Then, 
from (3.10) or from (3.11), it follows Cq K-2 = O(p). Thus, we get the expression 
K _ 2 = O { [In(p) - In( C)] } 
In(q) 
From this and Corollary 1, it follows the needed estimates. 
3.2.3. Convergence  of  A lgor i thms A1 and A2 in the Two-D imens iona l  Case 
Now, we formulate and prove convergence results for algorithms (3.2), (3.3) and (3.2), (3.4) 
for the two-dimensional problem (3.1). 
THEOREM 3. /f1211-1 122 ~ ~ (Xb < Xe), then the iterative algorithm (3.2), (3.3) converges to the 
.r2 . r l  < I _ ~r2 Mr, The coefficients 0 < ~, ,  ~2 solution ofproblem (3.1) with linear rate 0 < q < 1, q - n,~a2" 
depend only on (12,, F2) and (122, F1), respectively, and they are determined by 
where 
rs-, = ii@n,(p)llrs_, 'qa~ 
A a, (P) = 0, P 12. Ir,o = 0, ~n,  Ir, = 1, i = 1, 2, 
(3.1:) 
II~(P)llr = maxl~(P)l .  PEr 
PROOF. Introduce the functions (n (p)  = vn(p) _ vn- l (p ) ,  ~, (p)  = wn(p)  _ wn- l (p ) ,  n > 2. 
From (3.2), (3.3), it follows that (n(p)  and ~n(p) satisfy the following problems: 
Denote 
L~n(P) = O, P E 121, (nlro = 0, (nit  , = ~n-X]rl; 
L~n(P) = O, P E 122, ~nlro -- 0, ~nlr 2 -- ~n[r 2. 
6 n = max [ll~n(P)llr,, II~(P)l]r2] . 
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Using the boundary conditions for ~n(p), ~n(p) and Lemma 3, it follows that 
IIC(P)llr, = II~"-l(P)llr, 
~rl ~r2 <_ qr, i lC-l(p)l lr~ = qr, {iC-x(P)llr~ < ~m~,, { Ic - l (P ) l ln ,  
II~"(P)llr~ = {l¢"(P)llr~ 
r~ r~ i lC- l(P) l l r ,  < _r~r,  [{C-'(P)IIr~. S qa, IIC(P)IIr, -- qfh - ~fh~n~ 
rs- i  ~r~r ,  n > 3, where qn, i = 1, 2, from (3.12). By From this, we obtain 8 n < q8 n-i, q = fhuf~, - 
Lemma 3 and (3.12), we conclude that 0 < ~,~a~ < 1, and hence, 0 < q < 1. Now, from 
Lemma 3, we conclude 
sup }C(P)I IIC(P)IIr, <- ~"; sup I~"(P){ --% {l~"(P)llr~ -< ~". 
PEI~I PEFI2 
This proves the convergence of Algorithm (3.2), (3.3) with linear rate q. 
THEOREM 4. / le~l fq~2 ~ 0 and ~1 C1~2 C ¢d (XB < Xb < Xe < XE), then the iterative algorithm 
(3.2), (3.4) converges to the solution of problem (3.1) with linear rate 0 < q < 1 
2¢2 = , [ ax(q  ) ]  q [max (qL qm)] m rl r2 
The coefficients 0 < .7, ^72 < 1 depend only on (fh,71) and (f~2,72), respectively; 0 < qr~, "In I , "15"I., 
qr2 < 1 depend on (w, 1~1) and (w, F2), respectively. They are determined by 
q~', = II ~n, (P)I1~,, (3.13a) 
A~n,(P)  = 0, P e ~q~, ~n, lr? = 0, ~n, ir, = 1, i = 1,2, 
qr, = I I~(P) l l r , ,  i = 1,2, (3.13b) 
A$~(p)  = 0, P e w, ~l~,o = 0, ~l~, = ¢~172 = 1. 
PROOF. Analogously to the proof of Theorem 2, we introduce the functions (n(p) = v,~(p) -
vn- l (p ) ,  ~n(p) = wn(p)  - wn- l (p )  and Xn(P) = zn(P) - zn - l (P ) ,  n >_ 2. From (3.2), (3.4), 
we conclude that ¢n(p), ~n(p) and xn(P) satisfy the problems: 
L~n(P) = O, P • nx, Clro = o, CIn = xn- l l r l ;  
L~n(P) = O, P e $'12, ~nlro = O, ~nlr 2 = xn-llr2; 
Lx"(P) = o, P e w, x"l~o = o, x"l~, = CI~,, 
Denote 
8" = max[llC(P)l ln, IIC(P)IIr~I. 
By using Lemma 3 and the boundary conditions for ¢n(p), ~n(p) and xn(P), we conclude 
IIC(P)IIn [,, n_l °_, ] =l l : -x (P ) l l r ,<q~ 'max ~ (P)II IIx (P)II -- "Yl ' '72 
max n-I n-I  p 
< a r '  max [an', I lC-x(P)l ln ,q~ II~"-~(P)IIr~] • 
Thus, we have 
IIC(P)IIr, -< qr l t  kt/n,,t/n2)j 
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In the same way, we can obtain 
i/~(P)llr~ _< q~ [max (q~' ,qg~)] 6 n-~. 
Hence, 6'* _< q6n-1, n _> 3, where q = [max(q~',q~22)][max(qr,,qr,)]. Evaluating q~', and qr,, 
i = 1, 2, from (3.13) with Lemma 3, it follows that 0 < q < 1. This proves the theorem. 
REMARK 2. From the proof of Theorem 4, it follows that the iterative algorithm (3.2), (3.4) 
converges to the solution of problem (3.1) even for xB < Xb >_ xe < XE, i.e., for ~1 f3 f~2 = 0. 
To illustrate convergence properties of Algorithms (3.2), (3.3)-A1 and (3.2), (3.4)-A2, we esti- 
mate the rates of convergence for the following case of problem (3.1) 
Lou(P) = f(P) ,  P e rio, u(P) = uo, P e 0~o, (3.14) 
where L0 = A - tA2(x). 
THEOREM 5. I[~1 Vl~2 ~ 0 (Xb < Xe), then the iterative algorithm (3.2), (3.3) converges to the 
solution of problem (3.14) with//near ate 0 < qA1 < 1. The following estimate on qA1 holds 
where ¢/~,k(x) and H CnT,k(X) are determ/ned by (3.5) with coefficient (~rk/Y) 24- tA2(x), k > 1, 
instead of ~(x) and fl~, ~ instead of~ z. 
PROOF. Introduce the functions C'(P) = v"(P) - v~-l(P),  ~n(p) = wn(p) _ wn- l (p) ,  n > 2. 
From (3.14) and (3.2), (3.3), we have 
Lo~n(P) = O, P e nl, ~n]rO = O, ~n]r~ = ~- l ] r , ;  
Lo~n(P) = 0, P e a2, ~"1~ = 0, ~"lr~ = ¢"lr~. 
Let {¢k(Y), k _> 1} be the eigenfunctious of the eigenvalue problems 
e l (y )  = -A~¢~(y), 0 < y < Y, ¢~(0) = Ck(Y) = 0. 
Then, we obtain 
Ak=(y)  k, Ck(y)= sin(Ak y), k= 1,2,. . .  
I,lI Let {¢a~,k(x), k _> 1} be the solutions of problem (3.5) with coefficients ~k(X) = A~ + ~A2(x). 
By the method of separation of variables the solutions Cn(p), ~n (p) can be expanded as follows 
¢-(~,y) = ~ ~'" ~,~ (~)¢~(~), ~(~,~) = ~ ~'~ ~,~ (~)¢~(~), 
k k 
where ~,n and ~,n are the coefficients of the expansion of ~ on F1 and ~'~ on F2, respectively, 
i.e., 
eg,'~ -- ¢'~(~, ~) ¢~(~) d~, e~'" -- ~'~ (~b, ~) ¢~(~) d~. 
Note here that the functions ~n(xe,y), ~'~(Xb, y) are complex functions and {¢~(y), k _> 1} are 
real functions. 
Using the boundary conditions for (~ on r t  and ~ on F2 and the orthonormality of {¢k(Y), 
k > 1}, we conclude that 
~k,n ~,n-I I II 
= ~k eNd,k(xe) Cn~,k(Zb)' 
and 
~,~ 6~,~-~h~,~(~,) - = ~a~,k (Xb), k = 1, 2 ..... 
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Denoting 6~ = max(Idf~'nl, 16~'nl), we conclude that df~ _- qk6kn-1, where 
q~ = ~,~(~b)  ~,~(~)1 '  ~ = 1,2, . . . .  (3.1~) 
Thus, qk is the reduction factor of the k th frequency of the error at the boundaries F~ and F2. 
From this and using the proof of Lemma 1, it follows that 
l I  I qk < ga~(xb)gn~(xe) < 1, k > 1. 
Thus, we obtain convergence of Algorithm (3.2), (3.3) with linear rate 
~>, _ ~ LX_--L--~ j <1.  
This concludes the proof. 
THEOREM 6. H~I  ~fl2 ~ ~ and fll f'l~2 C w (XB < Xb < Xe < XE), then the iterative a/gorithm 
(3.2), (3.4) converges to the solution ofproblem (3.14) with/inear rate 0 < qA2 < 1. The following 
estimate on qal holds 
- -  k> l  I .  k '  ~ '  ' 
where ¢~,~.~(x) ~d ¢~,~.~,(x) are deter~n~ by (3.S) ~th coemc~ent ( , , k lY )  ~ + ~;,~(~), k >_ 1, 
instead of ~(x) and ~,  ft~ instead of f~ x. 
PROOF. Analogously to the proof of Theorem 4, we introduce the functions ~n(p) = vn(p) _ 
vn-l(P),  in(P) = wn(p) -  wn-l(P), Xn(P) = zn(P ) -  zn-l(P), n > 2. From (3.2), (3.4) 
and (3.14), we have 
Lo¢n(P) = O, P e n l ,  ¢"lr? - 0, ~"lr ,  = X"- l l r~;  
Loin(P) = 0, P e ft2, f " l r  o - 0, 5"lr~ = x" - l l r2 ;  
Loxn(P)  = O, P e w, Xnl-yo = O, Xnl-r, = ~nl.v,, 
Using the same notations as in Theorem 5, by the method of separation of variables, we can write 
the solutions ~n(p), in(p), xn(P) in the following forms 
k k 
xn(x'Y) = Z r~x,n ~x,n I I  ] t~l,k ¢~-,k(x) + ~2,t¢ ~-,k(x) Ck(Y), 
k 
where 6~,n, 6~,n and xx,n ~X,n are the coefficients of the expansions of Cn on Ft, ~n on F2, X n ~l,k ~ V2,k 
on ~/1 and on "Y2, respectively, i.e., 
OY n x 
# ~,ks×'" = x"(xe, y) Ck(y) a~, 
Using the boundary conditions for :g~-I (p) and the orthonormality of {¢k(Y), k _> 1}, it follows 
that 
~x,n-1  
, , k  = 
and, analogously, 
Y 
~'" = f0 C(Xb, y)¢kCy)dy, 
# e2~k " = x"(x~, y) ~(~)  d~. 
• 6 i Ca~,~(XB) tb~(y) Ck(y) dy 6¢k,n-1 II = Cn~,k(xe) ,  
~X,n-1 2,~ = 6~'"-' ¢~,~(x~),  k = 1,2, . . . .  
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prom this and the boundary conditions for ~n(p) and ~"(P), we conclude that 
¢,n-t I I  I ~.,n-t I I I  
k k 
~)f~l,k(XB)¢w=,k(Xb) "{-~k'n- t  (~f'12,k( E) ¢~-,k(Xb)] •k(Y). 
k k 
Thus, we obtain 
¢~k,n ~¢,n- l  A l l  / _  ~ AI z IX '~ Ww=,kl, e], 
¢~k,n ~:~,n-l ~I I  /~ '~ I (fiw~,k ( Zb ). 
Denoting $~ = max(l~'"l,  16~'~1) and applying estimate (3.6b), we get 
_ I I  X 
Hence, we obtain 
e~ <_ qkek , qk < max ¢~I ,k(XB) I  , I¢/[,k(x~) . (3.16) 
qk is the reduction factor of the k th frequency of the error at the boundaries F1 and F2. prom 
the proof of Lemma 1, it follows that 
[,, )] qa2 = maxq~ _< max gn~(x~),g ~(XE 
=max ~ 'X--~bbJ <1.  
This proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY 3. In the case o f  problem (3.1) with A = const., for Algor i thms (3.2), (3.3) and 
(3.2), (3.4) the fol lowing bounds on q hold: 
qm <_ CAt exp(-2~/2A1H), 1 _< CAt < 2, 
qA2 < CA2 exp [.-AI(H + h)] [ 2~/2 j , 1 <_ CA2 < 21/2, 
where AI = [(A 4 + A4) t/2 + A2] ~/2, At = •r/Y, H = xe - Xb, h = min(xb -- XB; XE -- xe).  
PROOf. prom (3.15) and (3.16), evaluating {qk, k > 1}, with the estimates from Lemma 2, we 
get the following inequalities: 
qm,k  <_ CAl,k exp(-21/2AkH), 
r -Ak(H + h)] 
qA2,k < CA2,k exp [ 2-~- 2 , 
where Ak = [(A 4 +A4) 1/2 +A~] 1/2, Ak = 
~,] /2}  1/2, ~k,,m = {[(A~ + A4)'/2 -- ~]/2}U2. 
maxk_>l qk, we obtain the required estimates. 
l<OAl ,k<l+ (OLe'Im~2<2 , 
\ C~k,Re ] 
,~k/Y, k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  ~k,Ro ---- {[(A~ + A4)1/2 + 
From this and the following expression q = 
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Now, let K~I and K~2 denote the number of iterations, to achieve an error of p, for iterative 
algorithms A1 and A2, respectively. 
COROLLARY 4. For the two-dimensional problem (3.1) with A = const., the following bounds 
on K~I and K~2 hold 
K~2-2=O A I (H+h)  ' 
where A1, H and h from Corollary 3. Constant Cp is determined by the initial guess and the 
value of p. 
PROOF. The proof is analogous to Corollary 2. 
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
We present numerical results for three test problems using the iterative algorithms like A1 
and A2. 
We emphasize here, as is clear from Theorems 1-4, that the convergence r sults for the iterative 
algorithms are independent on the singularly perturbed character of problem (3.1). To construct 
effective numerical methods for algorithms A1 and A2, it is necessary to take into account he 
fact that the solution to (3.1) has the boundary and interior layers. Effective numerical methods 
for singular perturbation problems are based on special nonuniform grids [12,13]. The main 
property of these methods is a uniform in a small parameter convergence. These special grids are 
constructed in such a way that the number of grid points inside boundary layers is approximately 
equal to the number of grid points outside layers. 
In the case of problem (3.1) with the boundary layer at x = 0, we assume that xs  >_ he = 
e[ ln(e)[, e = 21/2A -1, (he is the size of the boundary layer). If this inequality fulfilled and, 
on the subdomains f/l, f/2 special nonuniform grids are used, then the cost of the numerical 
method (3.2a) on f/1 is equivalent to the cost of the numerical method (3.2b) on f/2. This 
property is very important for implementation of Algorithm A2 on parallel computers ince it 
permits effective synchronization of the computational times for problems (3.2a) and (3.2b) on 
A2-iteration. 
Thus, we shall apply a combination of the two approaches to solving of (3.1): the iterative 
algorithms like A1 and A2 for domain decomposition and the special nonequidistant grids on 
subdomains. 
EXAMPLE 1. We consider problem (3.1) in the one-dimensional case, where A = const., f (x)  = O, 
u(O) = 1, u(X  = 1) = 0. It is easy to see that this test problem has the boundary layer only at 
x=0.  
Introduce a nonequidistant mesh wx = (xi, i = 0, 1,.. . ,  Nx}. In the boundary layer [0, he], the 
mesh generating function is the logarithmic type function from [13]: 
xiE[O, he]:x~ -e ln [  1 - (1 -e ) i ]  
n¢ 
xi e (he, 1] : xi = xi-1 + (1 - he_______)), 
ne 
i = 0,1,.. . ,he; 
i = ne + 1,. . . ,Nx = 2ne. 
The differential equation from (3.1) is approximated by a simple variable-mesh formula. The 
algebraic systems (after discretizations of (3.2) and (3.4a)) are solved by method of Thomas. 
Let our domain decomposition as in Figure 1 satisfy the following conditions: Xb -- xB = 
xe -- Xb = XE -- Xe -- h. We choose XB = hc and suppose that the set {xB, Xb, Xe, XE} belongs to 
our mesh. 
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In Table 1, we give the numerical results of Algorithms A1 and A2 for various values of A 
and h (the number of mesh points Nx = 40). KA1, KA2 denote a number of iterations for A1 and 
A2, respectively, to achieve an accuracy of 10 -5 (in the table * denotes numbers KA1, KA2 > 30). 
One can see that the inequality KA1 >_ KA2 fulfilled for all values of A and h. If Ah >> 1, then 
KA1, KA2 = 2. These facts are in agreement with Corollary 2. 
Table 1 also presents the numerical results for Algorithm A2 in the case Xb = Xe, Xb -- XB = 
XE --Xe =- h. We can see that this algorithm is effective (i.e., K°2 ~ KA2 ~ KA1), when Ah >> 1. 
Table 1. Number of iterations for Example 1. 
h KA1; KA2; g°2 
10 -1 8; 6; 13 3; 3; 4 2; 2; 2 2; 2; 2 2; 2; 2 
10 -1"5 22; 17; * 7; 6; 11 3; 3; 3 2; 2; 2 2; 2; 2 
10 -2  *', *', * 18; 15; * 6; 5; 9 3; 3; 3 2; 2; 2 
10 -2.5 *', *', * *', *', * 15; 13; 28 5; 4; 8 3; 3; 3 
10 -3  *', *', * *', *', * *', *', * 10; 9; 18 5; 4; 6 
I0 101"5 10 2 10 2.5 I0 3 
It is worthwhile to note here that when Algorithm A2 is carried out on two parallel processors 
and the relationship KA2 ,,~ KA1 holds then tA2 < tA1, where tA1, tA2 are the execution times 
for A1 and A2, respectively [5]. 
EXAMPLE 2. We consider problem (3.1) in the two-dimensional case, where A = const., f (P )  = 0, 
u(O,y) = sin(try), u(X,y)  = O, 0 <_ y <_ Y = 1; u(x,O) = u(x ,Y )  = 0, 0 < x < X = 1. It is easy 
to see that this test problem has the boundary layer only at x = 0, 0 <_ y _<Y. 
Introduce a nonequidistant grid wx × w~, where wx is as in Example 1, and w v is a uniform 
one-dimensional mesh in y. Here, the number of mesh points Nx × Ny = 40 x 30. 
The differential equation from (3.1) is approximated asin the one-dimensional case by a simple 
variable-mesh formula. The algebraic systems (after discretizations of (3.2) and (3.4a)) are solved 
by ICCG-method up to an accuracy of 10 -5. 
The subdomains fit, ~2 and w are chosen in the following forms: 
~1 = {P :  (0, xe) x (0, Y)}, f12 = {P :  (Xb, X )  X (0, Y)}, 
w={P: (xB ,  ZE) X(O,Y)},  zB=h~,  Zb- -XB=Ze- -Xb=XE- -Xe=- -  h. 
We suppose that the set {XB,Xb, xe, XE} belongs to wz. 
The numerical results for Algorithms A1 and A2 are presented in Table 2. As in Example 1, 
KA1, KA2 denote a number of iterations for A1 and A2, respectively, to achieve an accuracy of 
10 -5 (in the table * denotes numbers KA1, KA2 ~> 30). From the table, we can conclude that the 
numerical results are in agreement with Corollary 4. 
Table 2. Number of iterations for Example 2. 
h KA1; KA2; K~2 
10 -1 7; 5; 11 3; 2; 3 2; 2; 2 2; 2; 2 2; 2; 2 
10 -1"5 19; 15; * 7; 5; 10 3; 2; 3 2; 2; 2 2; 2; 2 
10 -2  *; *; * 18; 14; * 6; 4; 8 2; 2; 3 2; 2; 2 
10 -2.5 *', *', * *', *', * 15; 12; 27 5; 4; 7 3; 3; 3 
10 -3  *; *; * *; *; * *; *; * 9; 8; 17 4; 3; 5 
A i0 1015 10 2 10 2.5 10 3 
EXAMPLE 3. Here, we consider problem (3.1) with A -- const., f (P )  = 0, u(0, y) -- cos(try/2), 
u(X,y)  = O, 0 < y < Y = 1; u(x,O) = cos(Trx/2), u(x ,Y )  = 0, 0 < x < X -- 1. This test problem 
has two boundary layers at x = 0, 0 < y < Y and at 0 < x < X, y = 0. 
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Introduce a nonequidistant  grid w~ x w~, where w~ and wu are as in Example  1 (the number of 
mesh points Nx x N~ = 40 x 40). The discret izat ion of problem (3.1) and the numerical  method 
for algebraic equat ions are chosen similar ly as in Example 2. 
Here, the subdomains  f l l ,  ~2 and w are chosen in the following forms: 
f~x = {P:  (0, xe) x (0, ye)}, fl2 = {P:  (0, X) × (O,Y)\(O, Xb] X (0, yb]}, 
W = {P:  (O, XE) X (O, yE)\(O, xB] X (0, ys]}, 
XB -~ he, Xb -- XB = Xe -- Xb = XE -- Xe ~ h, 
YB = he, Yb -- YB = Ye -- Yb = YE -- Ye -- h. 
We suppose that  the sets {xB, Xb, xe, XE} and {YB, Yb, 
h 
I0- I  
10-1.5 
10-2 
10-2.5 
10-3 
Ye, YE} belong to wx and wu, respectively. 
Table 3. Number of iterations for Example 3. 
KA1; KA2; K°2 
8; 7; 12 3; 3; 4 2; 2; 2 2; 2; 2 2; 2; 2 
22; 22; * 7; 7; 12 3; 3; 3 2; 2; 2 2; 2; 2 
• ; *; * 20; 20; * 6; 6; 9 3; 3; 3 2; 2; 2 
• . *" * *' *" * 16; 17; 29 5; 5; 8 3; 3; 3 
• ', *', * *-, *', * *', *', * 11; 12; 20 5; 4; 6 
10 101"5 102 102.5 103 
The numerical results presented in Table 3 show that all conclusions established in Examples 1 
and 2 are true in this case. 
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